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Three prohlems cOlu·erllin~ Isotropic', rompreS9lble materials have heen solved. The9! are 
(1) nn innnitt isotropic, compre!lalble mrdium with a circuJnr hole subjected to a uruCorm 
IntC'rnal pressure! (ii) an isotropic, compressible nnitt" disc subiected to uniform eomple. 
'15ion nt the houndary n.nd (iii) an p.lo"tiC' citrulnf mill6ttin~ inbnmogeneJty' In an Infinite 
jo;otrnpic. C'01nprefisibIe matrix. St"('ond order elasric effects in the elastic fields for all 
the three cases hove been C!'valuated in term, ot complex coorchnntea in the initial coni· 
gUlntlons, The tesuhs obtained reveal the mOurnee oj th~ elastic' properties of the ma~ 
tt'ria19 to II ~reater extent than those ohtained In the Ca!':C' o;infinit('simal elasticity, 'Theer 
prohlems also illustrate the very importRnt feature of second order elafilocity in which 
the unde£ormed Iilnd d.eformed configuration9 are diffeten( from each other. 
INTRODUCTION 
The complex variable methods, as del',loped by Muskhelishvili (1963), 
and others have "een usefully emplOYed in solving problems in infini-
tesimal ela,ticih'. The technique mainly con"i,ts in expressing the entire 
elastic field in tel'ms of • scalar function </>, called the Airy's stress func-
tion, This function is expressible in terms of a set of two potential fune-
tion,' which are evaluated with the help of gil'en conditions of the problem. 
For the second order elasticitv ca .. Airy" stress function is expanded 
as power series of a parameter which depends upon the physical condi-
tions of the problem. This lends to an ndditional set of two potential func-
tions, The earlier work. of Adkins .t .1 (1953, 1954) and more recent 
works of Bhargava & Pande (1964, 1966, 1967) have developed some 
terhniqlles of evaluating these sets of potential function. The techniques 
suggested bv Adkins ej a! have limittd applications. Bhargava & 
Pande, having developed the tecbniqueR, hove only concerned themselves 
With the deformed state of the body ignoring the undeformed state. In 
the present paper th~ problems have been .olved using the configura-
tion. The work of this paper and that of Bhargava & Pande c1eatlv 
estahlishes the fact that in second order elasticity the initial and final 
configurations are distinct from each other unlike the case of infinitesimal 
elasticity. A brief account of the mathematical preliminaries is essential 
and is given below. 
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Let the point P, ( Xlo x,) of a body B, in the undeformed state 
be displaced to P (Ylo y,) of H, the body in the deformed state, when 
referred to a fixed, plane Cartesian frame of reference. 
In complex coordinates let 
, = Xl + ; x, and z = YI + iy, 
thus, t = x, - ix, and" = YI - i y, } (1) 
Let the displacement vector D ( U" u,) be the complex function 
D=u1+;u, (2) 
Hence, • = t + D and i = r + [) (3) 
In the absence of body forces the equilibrium equations are 
satisfied if 
T" = T-" = _ 4 a~ and Tn _ 4 iJ''''_ 
at' atilt (4) 
where T' a are the complex stress components in deformed state and 
Tll = T-" = p - p + 2i p and T-l' = p + p. (5) 
"11f1 "2 .. !!: "1"1il #1"1 "a1'2 P., being the stress components in Cartesian cootdinates. When the 
resultant force along the boundary is zero, 
a", a", ~aC = at "" 0 (6) 
The Airy's stress function '" and the displacement function D, being 
analytic functions of t and t, may be expanded in powers series of a 
real parameter.. Thus 
'" ({,n = 1'<[ 1. (W -I- 'q" reJ, >+ E'"" (t,",)+ ... J 
D (t,t) = E[D, (t,n -I- .D,(t,n -I- ,'D,(t,n -I- .. ·1 
(7) 
(Bl 
The parameter • is determined by the physical conditions of the 
problem. The first term of the expansions (7) and (B), namely",. and 
D., pertain to the infinitesimal elasticity case. These are completely 
determined in terms of the potential functions Q ('), OJ (t). "'The first two 
terms Jointly give the second order effects in the elastic field. The functions 
+, and Dl are determinable in terms of two sets of potential functions 
I Q (t), .. WI and I L'l (n 8 ( t JI . 
Since only second order effects are being considered, the functions 
+.,D.,+"D" alone in the expansions (7) and (8) are valid in the present case. 
It is known that (Gresen & Zerna 1954), 
~.( W '= tD(,) -I- (0 ({ N:OJ (t) -I- ';;; (n , (9) 
D, (t,n = "Q ( C ) - t {i' ( n - ;,' (n (10) 
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where .=( ~+31') I (~+I') for the plane strain and,=( 5~t61') I (3~+2!') 
for the plane stress, A and I' being the Lame's constants. 
The functions l1 (() and 8{\) can be evaluated from the equation 
a:i = M) + t~'(f) + ]' m + (y-l) q({) 
+ (B,IK)f~' mD, (\,0 + k. ~~'a);;;'(M 
r h.~ [g'W]'dt + kat [!":i'({)]' 
The displacement function D.(a) is given by 
"' 
- (Ba/o)D'(,)D.",r) + k'. \ii'(%)~'(()d' 
+ k'.\Jg'(m'dt + k',nii'(m' 
where r(t,r) = [io'{t) + ;;;' (t)] [,tl'(t) + ",'(0 - ,0(1)] 
+ [g'(I) + .o'(f)] [tQ'm + ';;'(0 - .D(\)] 
and 1\(\,0 = WJ'({j + ';;'(f)] [(D'(t) + ",'(\) - ,am] 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
- [oD'(\) - D'(m [t!J'(%) + ;;;'(r) - .D(m (14) 
The constants involved in (11) and (12) have been defined in Appendix. 
Furthe!, of the two sets of constants k, and k;' in (11) and (12) respectively, 
one may be taken to be zero and the other be evaluated with the help 
of equations given in the Appendix. For example k{ may taken to be 
,era in the case of first boundary value problem while in the case 
of the second boundary value problem it is useful to take k,' to be zero. 
To ensure uniqueness and single-valuedness of ~ and D the functions 
n(t),w(t),.6.W and 8(t) must satisfy the following conditions : 
[n'W], = 0; [;;;'{f)]. = 0; [ • .am - .;'m]. = 0 
L~'W]. "" 0; [6'm].= 0 j 
(IS) 
. (I [I 
l.l\(() - 8'({j]; = - [k.' J sJ' ({j;;;' (') d f + k', J 1J'(()f' dl].= 0 (16) 
where [ 1. denotes the cyclic change in the function within the paren-
thesis while going once round the contour 0 lying entirely within the 
deformed state of the body. 
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With the evaluation of the functions !l m, w(i), !.1m, 8(1) and the 
determination of £ from the physical conditton, the equations (7) - (12) along 
with (4) and (5) determine the elastic field completely in terms of Cartesian 
coordinates in the undeformed state of the bod y. 
PROBLEM 1. INFINITE COMPRESSIBT.E MEIJlUM WITH A CIRCULAR 
HOLE UNDER UNIFOHM RADIAL PIH!SSURl~. 
Let a homogeneous, isotropic, comprc,,,ble miil11tc medium have a 
circular hole In it. Let the equatIOn of (he eifelar boundary in complex 
coordinates be 
In =R (17) 
Further let this clrcnlar boundary be subjected to a uniform radial 
pressure p. Due to the pressure, deformations would set in. It)S pro-
posed to investigate the stress and dIsplacement tielJs in the medium with 
the help of the technique outlmed above. 
It is known that the transformation 
(18) 
maps the region interior to the circular hole onto the regIOn I \, I > 1 
and the region I i I > Ii is mapped onto th,' rC~10n : \, I < 1, The 
circular boundary coincides with the bou11lldry of the UOlt circle 
I a I - 1 where a IS the value of I, on the boulldary of the unit circle. 
Obviously, (19) 
8, Re'6 1 measured positive Lll the clockwise JtrI.!CtiOII, lTIJ.pS the boun-
dary I = l/e" I, 0, measured positive in the counter dock\\'Is" ,lirectlOn. 
With the Introduction ot lhe transformatIOn (1S), the functions !J, w, L. 
and ~ will become functions of i,. Thus 
Qm = Q( i: ) = Ill(i!!, 
W(I) = w( ~ ) = "'1(iIi, 
L(t) =6( ~ ) = 6 1(11), 
~m = 8( t:) = S,lI,)· J 
The values of Q1 and ai, are known \Sokoillikoif 1956). They are 
!l,(I,) = 0 } 
- PR\, 
'"1'(11) = - 2 -, 
• 
(20) 
(21) 
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Choosing < = -]-- ,and taking k, = /r, = 0 , the equation (11) on 
the boundary of the unit circle yidds 
I -,- -_ 
6.(.) - ~; 6. (.) + Ii,'( • ) + (v-W(.,;;:) 
-\- (B, I IC)sJ'(;;:)U,( •• ;;:) -I- k,4 {Ii'i;;:)}' ~ 0 (22) 
Malung appropnate substitutlOns. the equation (22) becomes 
I -, - --, ~ (r-l)l"H 6,(.) - .TI 6, (.) -1-., (.)= ---~- (23) 
Ou llltegration, the values of 6.(\,) and 0,'(1,) are found to be 
[l,II,) = 0- }' 
0' (' ) __ (y-l)l"RI, 
, ,,- 4 (24) 
Thus lI((j ,wll), 6([l,om and < being known, complete stress fiield 
"obtained from equations (4), (1). (9) and (11). Thus, making appropriate 
substitutions and changing into polar coordinates the stresses at any point 
in the medium are found to be 
jJ" ~ l'H~ + (Y-l)l".£' [.!.~ + ( ~. - I)J 1'~ 211-rl r~ r~ I 
p" ~ O. 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
The dISplacement field is obtained dIrectly by making proper sub. 
IItunons in (8), (10), and (12). On changing into polar coordinates the 
displacements are 
" =PH'{I_(r-IJl'(l_B')} 
'21'" 21' I' 
11, = O. j (28) 
An ex.mination of the above result, would prove that ill the case 
01 in61utesimal elasticity stresses are free from the Poisson's ratio but 
1I1 the ,ecolld order case, the Poisson's ratio does affect the hoop stress 
as lS but natural. Secondly, though the second order effects for the 
displacements' ate zero at the Inner boundary but at other points they 
ate significant. 
, 
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PROBLEM 2. CIRCULAR DISC UNDER UNIFORM COMPRESSION 
Let a circular disc of homogeneous, isotropic compressible material 
and of radius a be subjected to a uniform compressible force Q along 
its boundary. Let the circular edge have the equation 
(29) 
in complex coordinates in the undeformed state. Due to compression 
along the boundary, deformations would set in. It is proposed to obtain 
the stresses and displacements in the disc due to deformation. 
The transformation 
c= R,i, 
gives an isomorphic mapping of I t I = I/, onto the unit circle 
where a is the value of t, on the boundary of the unit circle. 
It is known (Sokolnikoff 1956) that 
Q(\)=- ~ , .. '(\)=0 
(30) 
I a 1=1 
(31) 
Taking <=1/1' and following the procedure adopted in problem I solved 
above, the functions !J. (I), 8'(t) are found to be 
[;,({) = [2(y-l) (K-I) + (B,-B,)] ~ ,5' m = 0 (32) 
The functions Q <0, OJ m, t.(i), 8 (i) being evaluated and < being 
known in the medIum, the stresses at any point in the medium in 
polar coordinates are found to be 
p,,= - Q 
p,,= - Q 
P,. = 0 
Similarly the displacements are 
OUr =-
", = 0 
} (33) 
I (34) 
It will be seen that though at the boundary, for the stresses 
p" = POI = - Q, but at any point the pressures significantly diJfer from 
those in the case of classical elasticity. The same is true for displacement". 
PROBLEM 3. CIRCULAR INHOMOOENEITY IN AN INFINITE ELASTIC MEDIUM 
Using the results found above a very important problem obtaining 
in various technological and metallurgical processes can be solved. It Is 
the problem of circul~r inhomogeneity in an infinite clastic matrix. 1.oi 
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an Isotropic, elastic circular disc of radius a(1 +!), 8 being within elastic 
limits, be squeezed and inserted into another isotropic elastic, infinite 
medium with a circular hole of radius a. Let the infinite medium, called 
matrix, be of a different material. Due to pressure of the matrix the 
inserted disc, called inclusion, does not attain the free configuration nnd 
the boundaries of both the inclusion and the matrix deform. On physical 
grounds, the equilibrium boundary will be a concentric circle of radius, 
say a(1 +r,), ro also being within elastic limits. It is supposed th.t no 
relative slipping takes place along the equilibrium boundary. The whole 
system may be taken to be welded along the equilibrium boundary. Due 
to deformations, stresses and strains will develop in the bodies. Let p be 
the common pressure along the equilibrium interface. The solution lies in 
evaluating ro which gives the equilibrium position of the system. The 
equilibrium pressure and the hoop stresse, have been calculated. 
In the case of inclusion the displacements along the equilibrium 
boundary are given by equation (34). They are 
u. - _p_u(lt,,)[ ("-1) - (",t I21'8" ] ~. =0 (35) 
" - 4JJI I 8j.Lj' I • 
For the matrix, equation (28) gives 
u,. = l"'(21tr,) , u •• = O. 
1'. 
[n the present problem u" ~ - a.(8-,,,) and u,. = a" 
Hence, u" = - a(8-rol 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
Eliminating p from (35) and (36), the following quadratic equation 
in ro is obtained. 
[B'I("ltl) I'm' - 41'11',,«,-1) - 8~1'1 ,,' 
- [ 4~1~.("1-1) t 81','(1-8) l" t 81'1'~ = 0 (39) 
This gives two v.lues of <0 One of these v.lues is inadmissible On 
physical grounds becasuse it make. the v.lue of '0 less than -1 which 
means that radius of the equilibrium interface is negative. Thus '0 is 
found to be 
- {21'1' (1-8) + I'll'" «i-I)} 
t HZI'I' (1-8) t 1',1'" ("I-I)}' 
t 4I'i'8{411,' t 2I'il'" ("i-1) + I'.'A}] 1/, 
fio = -----.~--.---.----.--.--
4Pi' + 2I'il'. (Ki-1) t "m'A, (40) 
where A = - ~ B,I("I + 1) 
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Substituting for c, in (38), 'P i. found to be 
(41) 
Further p.. for the inclusion and the matrix are found from 
equations (33), (36) after substituting for n,,, Rand f". Thus 
1J fJfJl =- - 1) 
1'"", ~ 1'\1+ (y-l) 1'. } , 
I' 
The jump in hoop ,tresses is found to be 
]I"," - P." - P {2 + (1'--1)~.} 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
The case when the mclusion and the matrix are of the same material 
can be ohtained as special case from equation (40)-(44) by putting 
SImilarly for the linear elasticity case 
, = ~+~) ~ 
, (A+21')' - (46) 
It will be found rhat the second order effect, increase the radius 
of the equilibrium boundary and equilihrmm pressure is reduced as com-
pared to the infinitesimJI case, which is consistent on the physical grounds. 
Hoop stress also dlmmishes in the second order case. The cases of rigid 
inclusion in an elastic matrix and elastic inclusion in a rigid matrix can 
be deduced from the results obtained here, In the former case " = 6 and 
in the I.tter case " = O. Again taking A,I' to be zero, aU the stresses and 
displacements are found to be zero in the case of cavity. 
The authors are thankful to Prof. R. D. llhargava, Department of 
mathematics of the Indian Institute of Technology, KanruE. for his general 
advice, 
ApPENDIX 
Elastic constants involved in the problems. 
C,=_~[il'~'J;('.=-}[~)II:J 1 
I' OJ,- 0" I' oJ,aJ, , 
2 [aw' ] 2 [0')11' ] -c, = - _. OJ ; C, = - - OJ', I 
IL s 0 f' 1, 0 • 
(A·I) 
wher [ 1, indicates the values of the Junction within the bracket when 
J, = o. 
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B _ 60, -40,-7 
1- 20,-1 
B _(20.-1)(40'.-80,+1)-120,-80, 
,- (20,-1)' 
B,' = B, - (_+1); B,' = t B' + B, 
B,' = B,-t «+1)'; B, = B'-~-T 
B,= t B'-B',; y= K~l 
k, + k,' = B,' ; k,-k, = B. - B, 
K 
Kk,-k, = B, ; Kk,+k,' = KB/-B,-B, 
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